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HPS overview
HPS provides high-added value solutions and services associated with its suite of omnichannel electronic payment solutions,
PowerCARD. These solutions are implemented with the various payment stakeholders in all business sectors (banks, financing
companies, e-banking centres, acquirers and retailers) and enable coverage of the entire value chain of their electronic money
activities across all possible payment channels.
HPS Group assists its clients across three complementary activities – Solutions, Processing & Services – through its subsidiaries
and sales representatives based in the main business centres in Europe, Asia, Africa and the Middle East.
Human capital and Research & Development have a special place at HPS. Its solutions are regularly enhanced with new
functionalities thanks to the expertise of its talent whose skills are continually developed through HPS Academy.

KEY FIGURES

Talents

758
PowerCARD
users

+450

Direct presence

7

Countries

Activities

3

Presence of HPS
customers

+90

Countries

Research &
Development

14.6%

of consolidated revenues
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Main highlights
During the first half-year of 2021, HPS's activities evolved in the context of a global economic recovery following the year 2020,
which was greatly impacted by the consequences of the COVID-19 health crisis. However, the emergence of a third wave of
contamination, particularly in Europe, led to the renewal of reintroduction of restrictive measures and the weakening of recovery
dynamics in some business sectors.

Developed countries

Developing
countries

World

Source: World Bank Global Economic Prospects, June 2021

In spite of this still fragile context, HPS maintains solid business growth with +8.5% in line with the Group's expectations and
is managing to limit the effects of the health crisis, which involved delays in the deployment of its projects and the impact of
unfavourable changes in exchange rates on its overall performance. This growth continues to be based on the Group's ability
to generate organic growth, but was also increased in 2021 through the acquisitions of ICPS and IPRC. In this context, it is
encouraging to note that the backlog and pipeline are continuing to gain strength and that recurrent activities is still growing
rapidly thanks in particular to the Processing activity.
During this half-year period, IPRC and ICPS were integrated into the scope of consolidation.

IPRC overview

ICPS overview

Over 7 million cards managed

+100 experts

45% of the transactions made in Morocco

18 countries

More than 5,500 ATMs managed

1 Technology: PowerCARD

7%: Increase in availability time at ATM level

2 Data Centres

2 European Countries recently opened.
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Solutions activity

Processing activity

This activity continued to deploy its major projects, despite
the delay caused by the health situation, which delayed the
completion of some contracts and resulted in a decrease in
productivity, particularly in the "Upselling" projects.

During this half-year period, the Processing activity was stepped
up through the successful integration of acquisitions (ICPS
and IPRC). HPS is now in a strong position for its Switch offer
in Morocco and the Payment offer in Africa. These acquisitions
also made a significant contribution to the increase in revenues
during this half-year period.

We also saw the continued migration of customers to version
3.5 of PowerCARD in this half-year period, and the launch of
several studies on contract opportunities in Europe.
During this half-year period, HPS initiated discussions for the
conclusion of major partnerships, in order to speed up the
development of the activity in Asia and in the United States of
America.

The Processing business also recorded strong organic growth
during the half-year (+130% for Payment and +26% for Switch)
and extended its geographical footprint to 2 countries in Europe
(with the Loomis project).
At operational level, this half-year was marked by the launch
of production in 5 new countries (Cameroon, Chad, Congo,
Equatorial Guinea and Benin) on the Société Générale platform
and the launch into production of the Franchiser Group’s activity
in Oman, Jordan and Saudi Arabia.

Services activity
Following the improvement of the health and economic
situation in France and the easing of restrictive measures, the
Services activity recorded a slight recovery during the second
half of the half-year (Q2) after the decline recorded in the first
quarter. A reinforcement of the customer portfolio was also
seen in this half-year with the arrival of new additions.
However, the scarcity of qualified resources meant that the
recovery of the Services business was limited during this halfyear period. In addition, the Services business was able to
deploy its teams to the projects of other Group business lines.

PowerCARD Users Meeting 2021
The PowerCARD Users Meeting 2021 was held during this halfyear in virtual format through a dedicated platform. It welcomed
more than 500 people from more than 130 companies.
This virtual edition has planned for the platform to remain
accessible throughout 2021, with spaces for demos and
exchanges with customers and potential customers related to
developments in PowerCARD solutions.
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Financial Review
Revenue Analysis
HPS consolidated revenues for the half-year were MAD 392.4 M, up 8.5% by comparison with the first half of 2020. This
performance is the result of organic growth at a constant exchange rate of 6.1%, combined with external growth of 7.4%
(following the acquisitions of IPRC and ICPS). However, this momentum was limited by the effects of an unfavourable USD/MAD
exchange rate that impacted consolidated revenues, which fell by 5.6%.
In terms of activities, this half-year saw the rise in power of the Processing business, which is up by 140% (26.5% in proforma),
a slight decrease of -4.4% in the Solutions business, and the gradual recovery of the Services business limiting the decrease
over the half-year to -7.7% compared with the same period in 2020.
The increasing contribution from the Processing business during this half-year was reflected in the sharp increase in recurring
revenues (+20,0%), amounting to MAD 245 M and representing 63% of consolidated revenues as opposed to 57% in the first
half of 2020.
In MAD
Category
SOLUTIONS
ACTIVITY
SERVICES
ACTIVITY
PROCESSING
ACTIVITY

30/06/2021

Variation

30/06/2020
Profoma

Variation

Africa/
Morocco

Americas

Europe

Asia &
Middle East

Group

Group

21 vs. 20

Group

21 vs. 20

73,521,406

34,549,570

45,487,068

74,538,805

228,096,849

238,671,576

-4.4%

237,478,620

-4.0%

-

-

48,241,021

-

48,241,021

52,258,371

-7.7%

52,258,371

-7.7%

77,520,440

-

1,723,239

10,706,297

89,949,976

37,366,196

140.7%

71,117,400

26.5%

26,125,381

33,294,469

-21.5%

31,071,281

-15.9%

392,413,228

361,590,613

8.5%

391,925,673

0.1%

OTHER
REVENUES
151,041,846

34,549,570

95,451,328

85,245,102

Breakdown of income by business activity and by geographical zone
Processing 25%

ATM
Supervision &

25

Payment

%

Switching

%

3%

18

%

13

Solutions 62%

9%

%
13

%

20%

Fraud
3%

62

TOTAL

30/06/2020

20%

Project
Upselling
Maintenance
Licence

Services 13%

EUROPE

AMERICAS

26 %

10 %

ASIA

AFRICA

23 %

41 %
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Contribution to consolidated revenues

MAD

62.2%

228.1 M

-4.4% vs. H1 2020
In MAD

30/06/2021

30/06/2020

Change

SOLUTIONS

228,096,849

238,671,576

-4.4%

Contribution to consolidated revenues

62%

73%

PowerCARD projects

65,598,430

63,094,027

4.0%

Upselling

73,284,980

82,643,889

-11.3%

Maintenance

76,344,362

74,834,880

2.0%

Licence-related revenues

12,869,077

18,098,781

-28.9%

Business trends in M MAD (millions of Moroccan Dirhams)

240

239

H1 2019

H1 2020

228

197
147

H1 2017

H1 2018

H1 2021

The Solutions business revenue in the first half of 2021 was strongly impacted by unfavourable exchange rate developments,
with an estimated impact of MAD 18 M, following the 8.2% decrease in the USD against the MAD by comparison with the 1st half
of 2020. At constant exchange rates, the Solutions business grew by 3.1% by comparison with the first half of 2020.
PowerCARD projects: An evolution of +4% with the continued deployment of major projects despite the delay in the completion
of certain projects, due to the constraints imposed by the global health crisis and delays in benefiting from major opportunities.
Upselling: Despite sales increasing by +10%, revenues fell by 11%, impacted by the decline of the USD and productivity that was
still affected by restrictions. During this half-year period, our customers also continued to migrate to Version 3.5.
Pipeline: The pipeline at the end of the 1st half-year of 2021 remains very satisfactory with a major opportunity being finalised in
Asia, a partnership in progress with a major operator for the US market and several opportunities in Europe.

Distribution of Solutions activity sales
5.60%

3.9%
28.80%

Licence

33.7%

30.2%

33.50%

32.10%

Asia

Projects

America

Upselling

Europe

Maintenance

Africa
32.2%
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Processing
Contribution to consolidated revenues

MAD

24.6%

89.9 M

+140% vs. H1 2020
In MAD

30/06/2021

30/06/2020

Variation

PROCESSING

89,949,976

37,366,196

140.7%

Contribution to consolidated revenues

24.6%

11.4%

Switching

31,865,363

27,842,516

14.4%

Payment

48,565,072

13,378,871

263.0%

ATM Supervision & Fraud

9,519,541

-

Business trends in M MAD

H1 2017

H1 2018

H1 2019

H1 2020

H1 2021

At the end of the first half of 2021, the Processing business continues to record very strong growth, with revenues amounting to
MAD 89.9 M, i.e. an increase of 140.7% and a contribution of 25% to consolidated revenues. This increased strength is explained
as follows:
Payment: This activity achieved organic growth of +130% with the launch of production in Cameroon, Chad, Congo, Equatorial
Guinea and Benin on the Société Générale platform, the extension of the Loomis ATM park in France and the start of production
of the 1st ATMs in Belgium, the launch of production of the franchisor’s activity in Oman, Jordan and Saudi Arabia and the
integration of ICPS’s business in the 2th quarter, which generated 125% growth.
Switching: This activity achieved growth of +26% due to the business recovery related to reduced restrictions by comparison
with the 1st half-year of 2020. It should be noted that the mobile payment business began to generate its first revenues but still
at a very low level.
The development of electronic payment in Morocco in H1 2021

17.9 million cards
+4% vs. 31/12/2020

7,773 ATMs
+0.5% vs. 31/12/2020

19.1 million
interoperable withdrawals
+28.7%

12% of all withdrawals

48.3 million
merchant transactions
+41.1%

9.1 million
E-commerce payments
+57.1%

3,2 card transactions per year on average
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Services
Contribution to consolidated revenues

MAD

13.2%

48.2 M

-7.7% vs. HALF-YEAR 2020
In MAD

30/06/2021

30/06/2020

Change

SERVICES

48,241,021

52,258,371

-7.7%

13%

16%

Contribution to consolidated revenues

Business trends in M MAD

53

H1 2017

61

H1 2018

56

52
48.2

H1 2019

H1 2020

H1 2021

In the first half of 2021, the performance of the Services business gradually improved, following the lowering of restrictive
measures in France, especially during the second quarter. The reduction of this activity’s revenues was therefore limited to 7.7%,
with the implementation of significant synergies with the other activities of the Group. It should be noted that this recovery
has been hampered by the scarcity of resources. Also, during this half-year period, the customer portfolio was increased and
Services teams were deployed to the projects of other business lines.
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Analysis of the current situation’s impact on consolidated revenues
361.6
M MAD

422.4
M MAD

-4 M MAD
- 1.1%

+28 M MAD
+7.7%

+17.4 M MAD
+4.8%

-7.2 M MAD
-2%

392.4
M MAD

+26.6 M MAD
+7.4%

-20 M MAD
-5.5%

-10 M MAD
-2.75%

NORMALISED ORGANIC GROWTH
+9.4%

NORMALISED GROWTH
+16.8%

ONE-OFF IMPACTS
-8.25%

REVENUES
H1 2020

SOLUTIONS
ACTIVITY

PROCESSING
ACTIVITY

SERVICES
ACTIVITY

OTHER
REVENUES

EXTERNAL
GROWTH

REVENUES
H1 2021
(NORMALISED)

CURRENCY
IMPACTS

COVID-19
RESTRICTIONS
IMPACTS

REVENUES
H1 2021
(PUBLISHED)

Research & Development
R&D investments

MAD

57.2 M

14.6%*

+17.7% vs. HALF-YEAR 2020
* share in consolidated revenues

Strategic directions for PowerCARD
5 Have “infinite” scalability.
5 Take advantage of cloud possibilities to spread infrastructure expenses, especially when managing peaks.
5 Ensure all PowerCARD processing is real-time to meet the challenges of new instant payment methods.
5 Remove dependency on Oracle.

Investment in R&D increased during this half-year with a budget of MAD 57.2 M, up by 17.7% compared with the first half of 2020,
or 14.6% of the Group’s consolidated revenues. This increase is the result of the continued development of the PowerCARD
platform for Version 4. The latter should be a real growth relay for this activity, especially when it is launched in 2022.
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Backlog
At the end of the half-year period, HPS has a MAD 579 M backlog, an increase of 1.0% by comparison with the end of 2020. This
slight increase reflects the delay observed in the completion of several major Solutions projects, due to the global health crisis.
This increased backlog was offset by the strong progression of the Processing activity’s backlog. The latter benefited from the
recovery at Switch level, the rising power of Payment, and also from the contribution made by the new acquisitions. It should be
noted that 85% of the backlog is recurring business.
The stronger backlog for this half-year is also reflected in its contribution to consolidated revenues. At the end of the half-year,
HPS has a book-to-bill of 74% vs. 63% during the first half of 2020.

June
2021

15% over 1 year

579

85% under 1 year

+1.0%
December
2020

573

In MAD

30/06/2021

30/06/2020

Backlog

578,671,815

572,779,622

1.0%

HPS Solutions

375,292,988

457,633,860

-18.0%

Projects

73,278,487

141,147,455

-48.1%

Upselling

105,273,723

117,163,954

-10.1%

Maintenance

179,556,284

179,556,284

0.0%

Click fees

17,184,495

19,766,168

-13.1%

HPS Processing

Change

203,378,827

115,145,762

76.6%

Switch

62,921,601

52,997,206

18.7%

Payment

75,056,472

62,148,556

20.8%

ICPS Processing

39,820,885

-

-

IPRC

25,579,869

-

-

Breakdown of Backlog by activity

Switch fees
Payment fees
Projects
Supervision fees

Projects
Upselling
Maintenance
Annual licences
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Analysis of expenses
In the context of sustained development that marked this half-year, HPS managed to contain changes in its operating expenses,
which increased by only 4.0%.
Investment in R&D required the mobilisation of external resources from partner Capgemini, through outsourcing, thereby
limiting the increase in staff expenses. External expenses were down due to the low level of team travel and lower business
expenses in the context of the health restrictions.
In addition, the strengthening of the IT infrastructure (including the Data Centre and the Business Continuity Plan) under the
major projects deployed in the Solutions and Processing business lines led to an increase in depreciation allocations. The
inclusion of the expenses of the newly acquired structures also contributed to the increase in operating expenses.
in MAD

30/06/2021

30/06/2020

Change

30/06/2020 proforma

Change

Operating expenses

333,594,233

300,009,768

11.2%

320,754,344

4.0%

Purchases for resale

28,485

Consumables purchased

63,691,753

46,008,127

38.4%

46,939,788

35.7%

External expenses

49,574,460

56,321,537

-12.0%

62,098,338

-20.2%

Staff expenses

171,594,640

158,408,397

8.3%

170,696,710

0.5%

Other operating expenses

15,636,280

15,796,056

-1.0%

15,796,056

-1.0%
25.0%

Taxes and levies
EBITDA

9,256,442

7,305,360

26.7%

7,407,740

82,631,169

77,751,135

6.3%

88,987,040

-7.1%

21.1%

21.5%

-0.4 pt

22.7%

-1.6 pt

EBITDA margin
Operating allocations

23,812,174

16,170,290

47.3%

17,815,711

34.1%

Operating income

58,818,995

61,580,845

-4.5%

71,171,329

-17.4%

Operating margin

15.0%

17.0%

- 2.0 pt

18.2%

- 3.2 pt

The main changes in expenses for the 1st half-year of 2021 are:
Staff expenses: A contained change related mainly to recruitment.
Outsourcing: An increase in outsourcing to support the R&D effort and to strengthen the partnership with Capgemini on major
projects.
External expenses: A decrease in business expenses compared to the H1 2020 due to lower travel and business expenses,
related to the restrictions.
Operating allocations: IT infrastructure depreciation increased by +26% due to the reinforcement of our continuity plan
and the implementation of asset to asset and the increase of customer allocations by 65% due to pressures on payments,
particularly in Africa.
The impact of the acquisitions: 75% of expenses are staff and outsourcing expenses, and rental expenses.
300
M MAD

315.4
M MAD

Analysis of expenses

333.6
M MAD

+18.2 M MAD
+4.6 M MAD
+2.9%

+15.7 M MAD
+35.9%

-11.9 M MAD
-20.3%

+1.7 M MAD
+23.6%

+5.3 M MAD
+32.9%

GROWTH ON A CONSTANT BUSINESS PERIMETER
+5.1%

EXPENSES
H1 2020

STAFF
EXPENSES

OUTSOURCING

EXTERNAL
EXPENSES

+6.1%

TAXES
AND DUTIES

PROVISIONS

EXPENSES
H1 2021
(NORMALISED)

IMPACTS OF
ACQUISITIONS

EXPENSES
H1 2021
(PUBLISHED)
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The analysis of the impact of the various exceptional elements that marked the half-year also makes it possible to identify the
normalised levels of HPS profitability for this period. The normalised evolution of HPS's EBITDA takes into account the growth of
consolidated revenues at constant exchange rates, this evolution is also adjusted to take into consideration the impact of the
restrictions on the revenues from the Group's activities. In terms of operating expenses, the normalised EBITDA is based on the
evolution of expenses at constant exchange rates and does not take into account an exceptional increase in R&D expenditure.
Indeed, the exceptional elements of the half-year can be summed up as: the fall in the USD exchange rate (-8.2%), the increase
in R&D beyond its normative levels (14,6% of revenues vs. 12,5% on average) and the fall in backlog production (47% vs. 50% on
average) due to the health restrictions.
This analysis shows a normalised EBITDA of MAD 118.5 M, an increase of 52.6% by comparison with the first half of 2020, as
opposed to MAD 82.6 M for the EBITDA published at the end of the half-year.

Analysis of the current situation’s impact on the EBITDA
77.8
M MAD

+60.8 M MAD
+16.8%

118.5
M MAD

-20 M MAD
+7.1%

82.6
M MAD

-18 M MAD

-10 M MAD
-7.8 M MAD

EBITDA
H1 2020

NORMALISED GROWTH

EXCEP. IMPACTS

+52.4%

-46.1%

NORMALISED
REVENUES

NORMALISED
EXPENSES

EBITDA
H1 2021
(NORMALISED)

IMPACT OF
CURRENCIES

IMPACT OF
RESTRICTIONS

EXCEPTIONAL
R&D

EBITDA
H1 2021
(PUBLISHED)

During this half-year, HPS resources have shown a stable evolution at constant perimeter. The extension of the HPS perimeter
following the acquisitions made increased the overall resources of HPS to 758.
Workforce changes
573

548

758
105
+19%

32
-6%

57
+10%

80
+15%

EXTERNAL GROWTH
+32%

ORGANIC GROWTH
+4.5%

RESOURCES
H1 2020

RECRUITMENT

DEPARTURES

RESOURCES
H1 2021
(AT CONSTANT PERIMETER)

IPRC

ICPS

RESOURCES
H1 2021
(NEW
PERIMETER
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Investments & financing
HPS continued to optimise its operations, resulting in an improvement in operational cash flow, an trend that consolidated the
group’s ability to finance its business growth of step up R&D efforts. It should be noted that the external growth operations were
financed by bank loans.

Treasury and Cash flow

Cash assets
at beginning

Operations

Investments

Financing

In M MAD

Conversion

Cash assets

adjustments

June 2021

of 2021

However, the Group has successfully maintained its capabilities for the deployment of its strategic approaches.

Evolution of net debt 2015-2020
H1

In M MAD
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Net Income
The net income for the H1 2021 showed a 26% reduction due to the effects of:
5 The reduction of the financial income affected by the depreciation of the USD against the MAD and by the increase in interest
charges on borrowings contracted to finance external growth
5 The increase in corporate tax of +29%
5 the decrease in the share of the income for equity affiliates with the change in the consolidation method used by ICPS
5 The increase in goodwill depreciation charges with the recognition of goodwill on the new IPRC and ICPS acquisitions

Performance of subsidiaries
In MAD

30 June 2021

30 June 2020

Operating
revenues

Operating
result

Net
result

Operating
revenues

Operating
result

Net
result

HPS S.A.

294,442,632

35,055,099

44,960,045

293,929,379

52,839,936

39,964,820

HPS Switch

33,015,536

15,993,913

10,719,202

26,177,596

11,640,189

8,367,355

HPS Europe

7,521,998

275,102

275,102

5,292,156

-2,715,718

-2,715,718

ACPQUALIFE

90,366,425

2,319,781

1,971,886

83,401,725

817,299

1,038,192

-

-210,143

-208,905

1,348,637

559,464

554,272

HPS Singapore

5,079,023

-406,082

-446,495

6,615,435

-385,213

-395,269

ICPS

67,155,428

7,036,495

6,216,836

79,670,739

21,372,464

17,856,421

IPRC

9,649,338

4,193,364

2,960,079

8,052,155

2,621,763

1,842,274

51,091,609

19,452,768

19,078,196

49,528,722

19,141,290

19,598,244

Subsidiaries
Global integration (Morocco)

Global Integration (international)

ACPQUALIFE Switzerland

Equity
GPS

* On an annual basis as ICPS have an accounting period running from 01/07/N to 30/06/N+1

Prospects
The increased pace of change in the payments industry, the strengthening of our business pipeline and the expansion of our
alliances with major players give us confidence in HPS Group’s ability to continue to generate organic growth across all activities.
HPS will also continue to actively explore any external growth opportunities to increase its growth in the medium and long term.
Moreover, the persistence of global restrictions related to the health situation, as well as the medium-term strengthening of
the Moroccan Dirham against the US dollar, push us to remain cautious and their impact on the Group’s overall profitability is
expected to last until the end of 2021.
In this context, HPS Group will continue to further its investment in innovation and Research & Development, in order to
consolidate the position of its PowerCARD platform globally and start marketing PowerCARD V4 in 2022.
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BALANCE SHEET ASSETS
Gross

NON-MONETARY INTANGIBLE ASSETS (A)
Preliminary costs
Expenses spread over several years
Bond redemption premiums
INTANGIBLE ASSETS (B)
Research and development assets
Patents, trademarks and similar rights and assets
Goodwill
Other intangible assets
Intangible assets in production
TANGIBLE ASSETS (C)
Land
Constructions and fittings
Technical facilities, machinery and equipment
Transport equipment
Furniture, office equipment and miscellaneous fittings
Other tangible assets
Tangible assets under construction
FINANCIAL ASSETS (D)
Long-term loans
Other financial receivables
Equity securities
Other fixed securities
UNREALISED EXCHANGE LOSS (E)
Decrease in long term receivables
Increase in financial debt

1,926,658
1,926,658
43,727,826
13,560,538
3,350,000
26,817,288
43,271,768
22,753,176
3,249,396
17,235,550
33,646
283,877,138
741,058
283,136,080
-

Depreciations and
Provisions
192,666
192,666

28,825,648
13,560,538
15,265,110
30,944,706
16,454,694
1,874,154
12,615,858
1,200,000
1,200,000
-

Net on 30/06/2021

Net on 31/12/2020

1,733,992
1,733,992
14,902,178
3,350,000
11,552,178
12,327,062
6,298,483
1,375,242
4,619,692
33,646
282,677,138
741,058
281,936,080
-

14,668,938
3,350,000
11,318,938
11,579,770
6,153,773
422,011
4,976,085
27,901
154,460,337
741,058
153,719,279
-

TOTAL I (A+B+C+D+E)
INVENTORIES (F)
Goods
Equipment and supplies, consumables
Products in progress
Intermediate and residual products
Finished products
ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE ON CURRENT ASSETS (G)
Trade payables, advances and down payments
Accounts receivable
Staff
State and other accounts receivable
Partner accounts
Other receivables
Prepaid charges and accrued income
MARKETABLE SECURITIES (H)
UNREALISED EXCHANGE LOSS (I)

372,803,390
76,732,170
76,732,170
832,891,942
200,000
753,857,718
3,126,461
37,342,802
27,183,712
11,181,249
999,897
5,805,542

61,163,020
40,404,165
140,000
40,264,165
-

311,640,369
76,732,170
76,732,170
792,487,777
60,000
713,593,552
3,126,461
37,342,802
27,183,712
11,181,249
999,897
5,805,542

180,709,045
77,185,457
77,185,457
712,146,720
60,000
639,655,333
3,400,948
31,401,478
33,983,007
3,645,954
6,522,316

TOTAL II (F+G+H+I)
CASH AND EQUIVALENTS - ASSETS
Uncleared cheques
Bank deposits, cash and post office deposits
Cash accounting, imprest accounting, letters of credit

916,429,552
157,544,974
157,506,608
38,366

40,404,165
-

876,025,386
157,544,974
157,506,608
38,366

795,854,493
127,585,805
127,504,326
81,479

101,567,186

157,544,974
1,345,210,730

127,585,805
1,104,149,343

TOTAL III
GRAND TOTAL I+II+III

157,544,974
1,446,777,915
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BALANCE SHEET LIABILITIES
Heading

30/06/2021

30/06/2020

EQUITY (A)

414,432,797

404,652,702

Share capital

70,359,900

70,359,900

Issue, merger, contribution premium

31,623,410

31,623,410

Revaluation adjustment
Legal reserve
Other reserves
Retained earnings
Net income pending allocation
Net income

-

-

7,035,990

7,035,990

-

-

260,453,452

223,277,287

-

-

44,960,045

72,356,116

SHAREHOLDERS’ EQUITY AND SIMILAR LIABILITIES (B)

-

-

Investment subsidy

-

-

Regulated provisions

-

-

150,684,702

57,500,000

FINANCING LIABILITIES (C)
Bond loans

-

-

150,684,702

57,500,000

LONG-TERM PROVISIONS FOR RISKS AND CHARGES (D)

-

-

Provisions for risks

-

-

Provisions for charges

-

-

UNREALISED EXCHANGE GAIN (E)

-

-

Increase in long term receivables

-

-

Decrease in financial debt

-

-

TOTAL I (A+B+C+D+E)

565,117,499

462,152,702

CURRENT LIABILITIES (F)

750,205,756

613,888,692

Suppliers and related accounts

153,265,937

143,209,512

Other financing liabilities

Trade receivables, advances and down payments

2,882,707

2,883,205

Staff

30,182,064

47,473,412

Social organisations

17,057,323

12,137,486

Statement

16,810,875

8,389,863

Partner accounts

35,179,950

-

Other receivables

555,000

535,000

494,271,900

399,260,214

25,292,996

25,345,283

4,594,478

2,762,666

Accrued charges and deferred income
OTHER PROVISIONS FOR RISKS AND CHARGES (G)
UNREALISED EXCHANGE GAIN (H)

780,093,230

641,996,641

CASH - LIABILITIES

TOTAL II (F+G+H)

-

-

Discount credits

-

-

Liquidity credits

-

-

Bank loans and overdrafts

-

-

TOTAL III

-

-

1,345,210,729

1,104,149,343

GRAND TOTAL (I+II+III)
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INCOME AND EXPENDITURES STATEMENT
CATEGORY

30/06/2021

30/06/2020

OPERATING REVENUE
* Sales of goods (as is)

-

3,141,230

* Sales of goods and services

269,258,348

248,221,691

Turnover

269,258,348

251,362,921

-453,281

11,924,233

* Changes in inventories
* Fixed assets produced by the company for its own use

-

-

* Operating subsidies

7,371,420

9,246,523

* Other operating revenues

1,162,999

662,373

* Operating reversals and transfers of costs
Total I

17,103,146

20,733,328

294,442,632

293,929,379

OPERATING EXPENSES
* Goods purchased for resale

-

2,855,664

* Cost of supplies and consumable materials

71,227,438

50,898,596

* Other external expenses

39,469,362

50,244,891

* Taxes and levies

6,950,374

4,946,314

113,831,200

108,194,385

* Other operating expenses

15,490,904

15,651,056

* Operating allocations

12,418,256

8,298,537

259,387,532

241,089,443

35,055,099

52,839,936

28,988,122

3,885,847

1,921,895

6,658,445

314,508

105,232

6,522,316

870,186

37,746,840

11,519,710

* Interest expenditure

2,399,064

1,553,111

* Exchange rate loss

5,413,951

5,292,007

* Staff expenses

Total II
III OPERATING INCOME (I-II)
FINANCIAL REVENUE
* Equity investments and other equity securities
* Exchange rate gains
* Interest and other financial income
* Provision write-backs: transfer of charges
Total IV
FINANCIAL EXPENSES

* Other financial expenses
* Financial allocations

58,658

216,142

5,805,542

1,916,492
8,977,752

Total V

13,677,214

VI FINANCIAL INCOME (IV-V)

24,069,626

2,541,958

VII CURRENT INCOME (III+VI)

59,124,725

55,381,893

EXTRAORDINARY REVENUE
400,000

-

* Balancing subsidies

* Proceeds from sale of fixed assets

-

-

* Write-backs of investment subsidies

-

-

* Other extraordinary revenues
* Extraordinary write-backs of expense transfers
Total VIII

189,598

-

-

-

589,598

-

8,141

-

EXTRAORDINARY EXPENSES
* Net value before depreciation of fixed assets disposed of
* Granted subsidies
* Other extraordinary expenses
* Extraordinary charges to depreciation, amortisation and provisions
Total IX

-

-

1,251,477

2,372,412

-

-

1,259,617

2,372,412

-670,019

-2,372,412

XI INCOME BEFORE TAXES (VII+X)

58,454,706

53,009,481

XII INCOME TAXES

13,494,661

13,044,661

NET INCOME (XI XII)

44,960,045

39,964,820

X INCOME FROM EXTRAORDINARY ACTIVITIES (VIII-IX)
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STATEMENT OF MANAGEMENT BALANCES (E S G)
I TABLE OF FORMATION OF EARNINGS ( T F R )
30/06/2021

30/06/2020

1

+

Sales of goods (as is)

-

3,141,230

2

-

Goods purchased for resale

-

2,855,664

=

SALES AS IS GROSS MARGIN

-

285,566

+

REVENUE DURING FINANCIAL YEAR (3 +4 +5)

268,805,067

260,145,924

3

Sales of goods and services

269,258,348

248,221,691

4

Changes in inventories

-453,281

11,924,233

5

Fixed assets produced by the company for own use

I

II

III

CONSUMPTION DURING FINANCIAL YEAR (6 +7)

-

-

110,696,799

101,143,487
50,898,596

6

Supplies and consumables purchased

71,227,438

7

Other external expenses

39,469,362

50,244,891

158,108,268

159,288,003
9,246,523

=

VALUE ADDED (I+II-III)

8

+

Operating subsidies

7,371,420

9

-

Taxes and levies

6,950,374

4,946,314

10

-

Staff expenses

113,831,200

108,194,385

44,698,114

55,393,827

IV

=

GROSS OPERATING SURPLUS

11

+

Other operating revenues

1,162,999

662,373

12

-

Other operating expenses

15,490,904

15,651,056

13

+

Operating reversals and transfers of expenses

17,103,146

20,733,328

14

-

Operating allocations

12,418,256

8,298,537

VI

=

OPERATING INCOME (+or-)

35,055,099

52,839,936

VII

+/-

FINANCIAL INCOME

24,069,626

2,541,958

VIII

=

CURRENT INCOME

59,124,725

55,381,893

V

+/-

IX
15
X

-670,019

-2,372,412

-

INCOME FROM EXTRAORDINARY ACTIVITIES (+or-)
Income taxes

13,494,661

13,044,661

=

NET INCOME

44,960,045

39,964,820

Net income

44,960,045

39,964,820

Earnings +

44,960,045

39,964,820

II CASH FLOW ( C A F ) - CASH FLOW
1

Loss 2

+

Operating allocations (1)

4,313,477

3,437,765

3

+

Financial allocations (1)

-

-

4

+

Extraordinary allocations (1)

-

-

5

-

Operating reversals (2)

-

-

6

-

Financial write-backs (2)

-

-

7

-

Extraordinary write-backs (2) (3)

-

-

8

-

Proceeds from sale of fixed assets

9

+

Net value before depreciation of fixed assets disposed of (withdrawal)

I
10
II

400,000

-

8,141

-

CASH FLOW

48,881,663

43,402,585

Profit distribution

35,179,950

-

SELF-FINANCING OPERATIONS

13,701,713

43,402,585

(1) excluding allocations relating to current assets and liabilities and to cash assets
(2) excluding write-backs relating to current assets and liabilities and to cash assets
(3)-including write-backs of investment subsidies
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CASH FLOW STATEMENT FOR THE YEAR
I Summary of balance sheet aggregates
AGGREGATES

30/06/2021
(a)

Variation (a-b)

31/12/2020
(b)

Applications (c)

Resources (d)

Permanent financing

565,117,499

462,152,702

-

102,964,796

Fixed Assets

311,640,369

180,709,045

130,931,324

-

OPERATING WORKING CAPITAL (A)

253,477,129

281,443,657

27,966,527

-

Current Assets

876,025,386

795,854,493

80,170,893

-

Current Liabilities

780,093,230

641,996,641

-

138,096,590

95,932,156

153,857,852

-

57,925,696

157,544,973

127,585,805

29,959,169

-

GLOBAL FUNDING REQUIREMENT (B)
NET CASH (ASSETS - LIABILITIES)
II Applications and resources

30/06/2021
Applications

31/12/2020
Applications
Resources

Resources

I LONG-TERM SOURCES
SELF-FINANCING (A)

13,701,713

Self-financing capacity

48,881,663

Profit distribution

35,179,950

DISPOSALS & REDUCTIONS OF FIXED ASSETS (B)
Disposals of intangible assets

-

79,643,844
79,643,844
-

-

400,000

-

-

-

Disposals of tangible assets

400,000

-

Disposals of financial assets

-

-

Write-backs of long term receivables

-

-

INCREASE IN EQUITY & SIMILAR (C)

-

-

Capital increase, Contributions

-

-

Investment subsidies

-

-

INCREASE IN FINANCIAL LIABILITIES (D)

-

100,000,000

* Other financial liabilities

-

100,000,000

TOTAL I STABLE RESOURCES ( A+B+C+D )
II LONG-TERM USES

-

114,101,713

ACQUISITIONS AND INCREASE IN CAPITAL EXPENDITURES (E)

133,518,951

-

30,000,000

-

109,643,844

-

17,940,486

Acquisitions of intangible assets

2,203,159

4,720,576

Acquisitions of tangible assets

3,098,991

5,810,707

Acquisitions of financial assets

128,216,801

7,409,203

Increase in long term receivables

-

-

EQUITY REPAYMENT (F)

-

-

REPAYMENT OF FINANCIAL LIABILITIES(G)

6,815,298

10,000,000

INTANGIBLE NON-MONETARY APPLICATIONS (H)

1,733,992

TOTAL II. STABLE APPLICATIONS ( E+F+G+H )
CHANGE IN GLOBAL FINANCING REQUIREMENT ( B F G )
CHANGE IN CASH ASSETS
GRAND TOTAL

-

142,068,241

-

27,940,486

-

-

57,925,696

-

8,588,056

29,959,169

-

90,291,413

-

172,027,409

172,027,409

118,231,899

118,231,899
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STATEMENT OF ASSETS
30/06/2021

31/12/2020

Fixed assets

293,841,092

186,410,028

Goodwill

107,737,846

-

Intangible assets

89,248,846

89,781,771

Tangible assets

44,210,190

40,461,825

2,058,124

1,926,364

50,586,085

54,240,069

1,132,894,925

996,509,442

76,877,202

77,185,457

Accounts receivable

672,089,169

561,401,760

Deferred tax assets

5,284,077

4,028,568

Other receivables and accruals

101,978,145

130,336,508

Cash assets

276,666,332

223,557,149

1,426,736,017

1,182,919,471

30/06/2021

31/12/2020

492,605,725

494,307,750

Share

70,359,900

70,359,900

Share premiums

31,623,410

31,623,410

Consolidated reserves

353,787,208

307,930,561

Consolidated income

36,835,208

84,393,879

492,605,725

494,307,750

-

-

Total Shareholders’ Equity

492,605,725

494,307,750

Long-term liabilities

205,658,867

117,021,475

Long-term financial liabilities

200,519,782

111,964,036

Financial fixed assets
Shares valued by the equity method
Current assets
Inventory and work in progress

Total Assets

STATEMENT OF LIABILITIES
Shareholders’ Equity

Shareholders’ equity (Group share)
Minority interests

Provisions for risks and charges
Current liabilities
Suppliers and related accounts
Other payables and accruals
Deferred tax liabilities
Cash liabilities

Total Liabilities

5,139,085

5,057,438

728,471,425

571,590,246

95,329,155

56,741,145

631,561,143

514,849,102

1,581,127

-

-

-

1,426,736,017

1,182,919,471
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INCOME AND EXPENDITURES STATEMENT
30/06/2021

30/06/2020

30/06/2020 Pro forma

366,729,188

318,600,683

348,973,685

Changes in inventories

-453.281

11,924,233

11,924,233

Capitalised production

-

-

-

26,137,321

31,065,697

31,027,755

392,413,228

361,590,613

391,925,673

-28,485

-

-

Consumables purchased

-63,691,753

-46,008,127

-46,939,788

External expenses

-49,574,460

-56,321,537

-62,098,338

-171,594,640

-158,408,397

-170,696,710

-15,636,280

-15,796,056

-15,796,056

-9,256,442

-7,305,360

-7,407,740

Operating allocations

-23,812,174

-16,170,290

-17,815,711

Operating expenses

-333,594,233

-300,009,768

-320,754,344

Operating income

58,818,995

61,580,845

71,171,329

Operating margin

15.0%

17.0%

18.2%

-2,826,664

-713,569

-140,525

55,992,331

60,867,276

71,030,804

-1,171,611

-2,629,227

-2,629,546

Income taxes

-20,295,839

-15,712,645

-17,158,108

Net profit for consolidated companies

34,524,880

42,525,403

51,243,150

5,736,518

8,835,762

7,453,006

-3,426,190

-1,898,851

-5,325,040

36,835,208

49,462,315

53,371,115

-

-

-

36,835,208

49,462,315

53,371,115

9.4%

13.7%

13.6%

Turnover

Other operating revenues
Operating Revenue
Goods purchased for resale

Staff expenses
Other operating expenses
Taxes and levies

Financial expenses and income
Profit on ordinary activities for consolidated companies
Extraordinary revenues and expenses

Share in earnings from equity affiliates
Allocations to acquisition adjustment depreciations
Consolidated net income
Minority interests
Net profit (Group share)
Net margin
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CASH FLOW STATEMENT
30/06/2021

31/12/2020

36,835,208

84,393,879

15,463,304

22,912,855

- Change in deferred income taxes

-293,290

-475,407

- Gains or losses on disposal

-391,859

2,500,761

-45,601

1,954,650

67,521

-8,676,520

51,635,283

102,610,218

-

-

Change in operational working capital requirement

39,005,502

23,575,774

Net cash flow provided by operating activities

90,640,785

126,185,992

Acquisition of tangible and intangible fixed assets

-5,973,756

-17,882,428

446,514

-

-

-

Net consolidated company acquisition

-115,606,565

-7,409,203

Cash flows from investing activities

-121,133,808

-25,291,630

Dividends paid to shareholders of parent company

-

-

Capital increase in cash

-

-

130,839

-16,093

Changes in borrowings

87,125,836

36,356,236

Cash flows from financial operations

87,256,675

36,340,143

-3,654,469

856,301

53,109,183

138,090,806

Cash and cash equivalents at beginning of year

223,557,149

85,466,344

Cash and cash equivalents at end of year

276,666,332

223,557,149

Net income
Elimination of non-operational or non-cash net income and expenses
Depreciation allocations

- Other net non-cash income (expenses)
-Net share in earnings from equity affiliates of dividends received
Self-financing capacity of consolidated companies
Dividends received from equity affiliates

Disposals of fixed assets net of tax
Disposal of investments in equity affiliates

Other

Conversion adjustment
Increase (decrease) in cash account
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STATEMENT OF CHANGES IN EQUITY
Position on 31 December 2019

Capital

Share premiums

70,359,900

31,623,410

Conversion Retained earnings and
adjustments consolidated income

Total group
share

Minority
holdings

Total

313,773,960

413,576,939

-

413,576,939

-

-

-

-

-

84,393,880

84,393,880

-

-

-

-3,663,069

-3,663,069

-3,663,069

-2,180,331

Distribution of dividends
Capital increase
Net income for the year

84,393,880

Exchange rate differences
Other changes
Position on 31 December 2020

70,359,900

31,623,410

-5,843,399

Distribution of dividends

398,167,840

494,307,750

-35,179,950

-35,179,950

-35,179,950

-

-

36,835,208

36,835,208

-

-3,357,284

Capital increase
Net income for the period

36,835,208

Exchange rate differences

-

Other changes
Position on 30 June 2021

70,359,900

31,623,410

-3,357,304

20

-3,357,284

-9,200,703

399,823,118

492,605,725

-

-

494,307,750

492,605,725

CONSOLIDATION SCOPE
Scope at 30/06/2021

Scope at 31/12/2020

% of control

% of interest

Consolidation
method

% of control

% of interest

Consolidation
method

HPS

100%

100%

GI

100%

100%

GI

HPS Europe

100%

100%

GI

100%

100%

GI

ACPQualife

100%

100%

GI

100%

100%

GI

ACPQualife Switzerland

100%

100%

GI

100%

100%

GI

Company

HPS Switch

100%

100%

GI

100%

100%

GI

HPS Singapore

100%

100%

GI

100%

100%

GI

GPS

30%

30%

EM

30%

30%

EM

ICPS

100%

100%

GI

20%

20%

EM

0%

30%

Excluded

0%

30%

Excluded

100%

100%

GI

Involia
IPRC

IPRC was included in the scope of consolidation from January 2021
ICPS was consolidated under the equity method until 31 March 2021 and via global integration since 1 April 2021
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Notes concerning the consolidated accounts
1. Group activity
HPS Group is primarily involved in the field of electronic banking: software publishing, consulting, training, auditing and electronic
payment processing for third parties.

2. Highlights of the year
At the end of June 2021, HPS Group had a consolidated revenue of MAD 392.4 M, an increase of 8.5% by comparison with the 2020
financial year.
The continuation of R&D investment with MAD 57.2 M recorded as expenses for the financial year, as well as the increase in costs
associated with the deployment of projects, decreased operational profitability by 2 points to 15.0%, and the net margin by
4.3 points to 9.4%.

3. Accounting principles and evaluation methods
The company accounts of the firms included in the scope of consolidation were used as the basis for preparing the consolidated
accounts in accordance with the accounting rules and practices applicable in Morocco.
The main rules and methods of the Group are as follows:

3.1 Consolidation rules and methods
As provided for by the circular code of the Moroccan Capital Market Authority (AMMC), HPS Group chose to present its consolidated
accounts in accordance with the methodology of the National Accounting Council (CNC) relating to consolidated accounts (Notice
No. 5).
Consolidated accounts are prepared using the individual accounts of the companies included within the scope of consolidation,
after carrying out preliminary homogenisation and consolidation adjustments.

3.1.1 Methods and scope of consolidation
Companies over which the Group exercises direct or indirect exclusive control are fully consolidated. This is understood as
companies over which the Group’s control exceeds 50%. Exclusive control is the direct or indirect power to guide the financial and
operational policies of a company in order to take advantage of its activities.
Companies in which the group exercises a significant or direct influence are consolidated using the equity method. Significant
influence is presumed to exist when HPS holds, directly or indirectly, 20% or more of the voting rights of an entity — unless it can be
clearly demonstrated that this is not the case.
The consolidation scope of HPS Group as at 30 June 2021 and 31 December 2020 is as follows:

Scope as at 30/06/2021

Scope as at 31/12/2020

% of control

% of interest

Consolidation
method

HPS

100%

100%

GI

100%

100%

GI

HPS Europe

100%

100%

GI

100%

100%

GI

ACPQualife

100%

100%

GI

100%

100%

GI

ACPQualife Switzerland

100%

100%

GI

100%

100%

GI

Company

% of control

% of interest

Consolidation
method

HPS Switch

100%

100%

GI

100%

100%

GI

HPS Singapore

100%

100%

GI

100%

100%

GI

GPS

30%

30%

EM

30%

30%

EM

ICPS

100%

100%

GI

20%

20%

EM

0%

30%

Excluded

0%

30%

Excluded

100%

100%

GI

Involia
IPRC

IPRC was included in the scope of consolidation from January 2021
ICPS was consolidated under the equity method until 31 March 2021 and via global integration since 1 April 2021
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The Group’s initial share in the ICPS, GPS, HPS Europe, HPS Switch, HPS Singapore and Acpqualife Switzerland companies was
complete when they were created and therefore did not give rise to the recognition of goodwill.
Involia was excluded from the scope of consolidation due to the loss of significant influence following the liquidation of that
company.
The Group’s scope of consolidation evolved during the first half of 2021 as follows:
5 the percentage of control and equity interest in IPRC passed from 0% to 100% on 1 January 2021. The company was consequently
consolidated by global integration as from that date.
5 t he percentage of control and interest in ICPS passed from 20% to 100% on 1 April 2021. The company was therefore
consolidated by the equity method between 1 January and 31 March 2021, and via global integration as from 1 April 2021.
These two developments were reflected in the Group’s consolidated accounts in the first half of 2021 by the recognition of goodwill,
i.e. the difference between the cost of acquisition of the securities and the value of the assets and liabilities identified on the date of
acquisition. The positive difference, recorded for the asset under the heading ‘Goodwill’, is amortised on a straight-line basis over a
period of 10 years. This period of time reasonably reflects the assumptions and objectives set at the time of acquisition. This period
will expire at the end of the first financial year following the acquisition, during which the necessary analyses and assessments will
be made with a view to finally allocating this temporary goodwill.

3.1.2 Closing dates
All of the consolidated companies close their annual accounts on 31 December, with the exception of ICPS, whose closing
date is 30 June.

3.1.3 Conversion of subsidiary accounts into foreign currency
For subsidiaries whose currency is their local currency (ICPS and GPS), in which most of their transactions are denominated, their
balance sheet is converted into dirhams on the basis of the exchange rates prevailing at the closing date. Their profit and loss
statement is converted at the average exchange rate for the period. The resulting exchange differences are recorded as exchange
differences included in the consolidated shareholder equity.
The accounts of foreign subsidiaries with financial autonomy (HPS Europe, Acpqualife, HPS Singapore and Acpqualife Switzerland)
are also converted using the closing price method. Their balance sheet is converted into dirhams on the basis of the exchange rates
prevailing at the closing date and their profit and loss statement is converted at the average exchange rate for the period. Exchange
differences resulting from this method, both on the monetary or non-monetary items appearing on the balance sheet and on the
items on the revenue and expense statement, are entered on the income statement under "Financial revenue and expenses".

3.1.4 Intangible assets
Intangible assets primarily comprise the VISION software acquired as part of the Acpqualife takeover. This software is amortised
over a period of 10 years. These assets also include the business acquired by HPS Switch in connection with the takeover of the
Centre Monétique Interbancaire switching activity. This is a non-depreciable asset .
Research and development expenses incurred by the Group are expensed.

3.1.5 Tangible fixed assets
Tangible fixed assets are recorded at acquisition or production cost. Amortisation is calculated on a straight-line basis over the
expected useful life, as follows:
j Constructions						25 years
j Computer hardware					

3 to 5 years

j Technical facilities, machinery and equipment		

10 years

j Transport equipment					5 years
j Office furniture and equipment				

5 to 10 years

Leasing operations are restated as acquisitions of assets when significant. They are recorded on the balance sheet as a fixed
tangible asset and a corresponding loan, and on the revenue and expense statement as an amortisation allocation and a financial
expense. In addition, capital gains on sale and leaseback transactions should be spread over the term of the contract, when the
asset is taken over as part of a financing transaction.
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Gains on intra-group transfers are cancelled when they are significant. When the disposal of a fixed asset has been made by a fully
consolidated company to a company accounted for by the equity method, the result of the sale is cancelled and offset against
accrued charges and deferred income, up to the percentage of subsidiary ownership. The share of the gain or loss on disposals is
included in the Group's consolidated income at the same rate as the amortisation period of the asset by the subsidiary.

3.1.6 Financial assets
Investments in non-consolidated companies are shown on the balance sheet at acquisition cost.
A provision for impairment may be set up after a case-by-case analysis of the financial situation of these companies.
Receivables related to investments correspond to loans granted to companies in which the Group holds an interest and which are
not consolidated by integration.

3.1.7 Inventories
Inventories consist of long-term work in progress and are valued at production cost. Any likely future loss incurred during the
execution of a contract is provided for in its entirety.
Any profit estimated with sufficient security is recognised as partial net proceeds in proportion to the progress made within the
performance of the contract. Benefits associated with contracts and licences for certain projects are taken into account on a partial
net income basis.
Inventories also include, for certain projects, sales amounts of licences not yet billed as of 31 December 2018, which are valued at
sale price.

3.1.8 Receivables and turnover
Receivables are recorded at nominal value. Provisions for impairment are recognised for contentious claims and long-term
receivables based on the risk associated with their recovery.
Receivables (as well as debts) denominated in foreign currencies are valued at the exchange rate prevailing at the end of the
financial year or period. Unrealised foreign exchange losses and unrealised gains are recognised in profit or loss.
Turnover is recorded at the time at which the service is provided to the customer.
Contracts in progress on the closing date are accounted for using the partial net income method and are included in accounts
receivable.

3.1.9 Marketable securities
Marketable securities are recorded at purchase price. A provision is recognised when the likely realisable value is less than the
acquisition price.

3.1.10 Regulated provisions
Regulated provisions of a fiscal nature are cancelled upon consolidation.

3.1.11 Provisions for risks and charges
These provisions are valued at the closure of the accounts, intended to cover risks and charges made likely by events have have
occurred or are in progress, the nature of which is specified but the occurrence of which is uncertain.

3.1.12 Restatement of taxes
Income tax includes all taxes on income, whether due or deferred.
Deferred taxes resulting from the neutralisation of temporary differences introduced by tax rules and consolidation adjustments
are calculated on a company-by-company basis.
The valuation of assets and deferred tax liabilities is based on how the Group expects to recover or settle the carrying value of
assets and liabilities, using the tax rates adopted or substantively adopted as of the closing date. All deferred tax liabilities are
recognised. However, deferred tax assets are only recognised as assets on the balance sheet if recovery is likely.
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3.1.13 Income from extraordinary activities
Statements of income and expenses relating to extraordinary activities are intended to record revenues and expenses that are not
related to normal operations or to the financial activity of the company and are therefore non-recurring.

3.1.14 Goodwill
The goodwill arising from the acquisition of a subsidiary is amortised over the term of the business plan used to determine the
acquisition price.
The goodwill recognised on 30 June 2021 relates to the acquisitions of IPRC and ICPS, and is amortised over 10 years as from
1 January 2021 and 1 April 2021 respectively.

Goodwill in KMAD

12/31/2020

Change

6/30/2021

Gross Value

36.909

111.164

148.073

Depreciation

-36.909

-3.426

-40.335

-

107.738

107.738

Net value

3.1.15 Earnings per share
Consolidated net earnings per share are calculated based on the weighted average number of outstanding common shares
throughout the year.

3.1.16 Cash flow statement
The cash flow statement is presented using the indirect method, whereby net income is adjusted to take into account the impact
of non-monetary transactions, the change in working capital requirement related to activity, as well as income or expense items
associated with cash flow relating to investing or financing.

3.1.17 Research tax credits
Research tax credits granted to French subsidiaries are recorded as a reduction of the tax expense for the year.

3.2 Details and explanation of items on the balance sheet and on the revenue and expense statement and their
variations
3.2.1 Equity affiliates
Percentage of control

GPS
ICPS*

30 June-2021

31-Dec-2020

30%

25%

GI

20%

* ICPS is 20% accounted for by the equity method from 1 January 2021 to 31 March 2021, and in global integration from 1 April 2021.

Equity accounting

GPS
30/06/2021

30/06/2020

2,046,324

1,950,737

Operating results

778,558

754,739

Net Results

764,308

771,739

Operating revenues
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3. 2.2 Inventory and work in progress
Inventory and work in progress in KMAD

31/12/2020

Change

30/06/2021

Inventory and work in progress

85.913

-9.036

76.877

Depreciation

-8.728

8.728

-

Net value

77.185

-308

76.877

31/12/2020

Change

30/06/2021

Accounts receivable

603.307

110.566

713.873

Depreciation

-41.905

122

-41.784

Net value

561.402

110.687

672.089

30/06/2021

31/12/2020

Deferred tax assets

5.284

4.029

Deferred tax liabilities

1.581

-

Inventory and work in progress is primarily made up of projects in progress.

3. 2.3 Accounts receivable
Accounts receivable in KMAD

All accounts receivable at the end of June 2021 and in 2020 have a maturity of less than one year.

3. 2.4 Deferred tax assets and liabilities and income tax
Deferred tax assets and liabilities are detailed as follows:
Deferred tax in KMAD

The deferred tax assets and liabilities relate to restatements of consolidation, and are essentially:
j deferred tax assets relating to cancellation of the activation of ACPQualife research and development expenses;
j deferred tax assets relating to restatement of the retirement gratuity provision and the individual right to training recognised at
the ACPQualife subsidiary;
j deferred tax assets relating to restatements of the financial leasing.
j deferred taxes related to restatements of the cancellation of intangible assets

3.2.5 Suppliers and related accounts
Trade payables in KMAD
Suppliers and related accounts

30/06/2021

31/12/2020

95.329

56.741

The maturity of trade payables in 2021 and 2020 is less than one year.
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3.2.6 Borrowings and loans and subsidies
Borrowings and loans and subsidies in KMAD
Borrowings and loans and subsidies
Cash in KMAD
Cash assets
Cash Liabilities
Net cash

30/06/2021

31/12/2020.

200,520

111,964

30/06/2021

31/12/2020

276,666

223,557

-

-

276,666

223,557

The financing debts initially include HPS SA borrowing in the amount of MAD 22.5 M, debts related to finance lease contracts in the
amount of MAD 22.5 M as at 30 June 2021, and a loan contracted by our French subsidiary Acpqualife in the amount of EUR 2.5 M to
deal with possible cash flow difficulties linked to the Covid-19 crisis.
In addition, the Group took out two new loans at the end of December 2020 for MAD 30 M and at the beginning of 2021 for MAD 100
M to finance the new acquisitions of IPRC and ICPS.

3.2 7. Cash
Cash in KMAD
Cash assets
Cash Liabilities
Net cash

30/06/2021

31/12/2020

276,666

223,557

-

-

276,666

223,557

Net cash rose by MAD 53.1 M between 2020 and 2021, reaching a total of MAD 276 M. This positive development is mainly the result
of the remarkable billing and collection effort made by the sales representatives in the first half of 2021.

3.2.8 Turnover
Turnover in KMAD
Sales of goods
Sales of services
Total

30/06/2021

30/06/2020

366,729

318,600

-

-

366,729

318,600

Service sales are mainly related to PowerCARD and Vision projects, which include licence sales as well as the integration and
configuration of solutions, specific developments, and maintenance.
They also include computer engineering services for third parties.
As in the previous year, turnover in 2021 included Switching services in Morocco invoiced by HPS Switch to its customers over a full
year, in addition to the first run revenues from the processing activity. This activity started on 5 July 2016.
The 2021 turnover was up by 10.8% compared to the first half of 2020 as it includes the revenues from the monitoring and control
activity brought by the newly acquired company IPRC, as well as ICPS’ second quarter revenues.

3.2.9 External purchases and expenses
HPS increased its R&D efforts during this half-year, enabling PowerCard version 4 to be placed on the market. The R&D budget for
the half-year amounted to MAD 57.2 M, up 17.7% by comparison with the first half of 2020. These efforts have resulted in higher
costs associated with the development of the platform. In addition, in the context of the deployment of current projects and in
preparation for the implementation of new projects, operating costs rose by 11.2%, generating an operating result of MAD 58,8 M,
down by 4.5%.
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30/06/2021

30/06/2020

Change

Services

29,130,573

25,471,578

14.4%

Solutions Business

25,941,005

15,987,504

62.3%

2,070,989

2,349,914

-11.9%

57,142,567

43,808,996

30.4%

Other
TOTALS

External expenses decreased by 12% in 2021 to MAD 49.5 M, mainly due to the reduction in business costs (travel and communication)
due to the current health situation and related restrictions.

External expenses

30/06/2021

30/06/2020

Change

15,941,747

11,376,280

40%

Maintenance and repairs

2,070,303

1,341,690

54%

Maintenance

2,425,448

1,386,275

75%

Insurance premiums

2,234,171

1,996,366

12%

10,675,705

9,992,757

7%

Patent, trademark and rights fees…

2,245,139

1,090,535

106%

Studies, research and documentation

1,513,321

2,790,567

-46%

Travel, assignments and events

3,500,801

13,187,151

-73%

Advertising, publications and public relations

2,058,483

7,024,089

-71%

Telecommunication expenses

5,611,635

5,153,265

9%

Other operating expenses

1,297,707

982,563

32%

49,574,460

56,321,537

-12%

Rental costs

Professional fees and agents' compensation

TOTALS

3.2.10 Staff expenses
As at 30 June 2021, HPS Group staff expenses, including employer charges, amounted to MAD 171.6 M as opposed to MAD 158.4 M
as at 30 June 2020.

3.2.11 Operating allocations
Operating allocations in KMAD
Depreciation and amortisation
Allocations to provisions
Total

30/06/2021

30/06/2020

14,082

10,700

9,730

5,470

23,812

16,170

Depreciation expenses for capital assets include depreciation expenses for property acquired as equity and depreciation expenses
for property acquired under finance lease contracts. They have increased by 32.5% in 2021 by comparison with 2020 mainly due to
the integration of the figures of the two new subsidiaries acquired, and ICPS in particular.
Allocations for provisions for depreciation mainly consist of the provision for the depreciation of current assets for approximately
MAD 7.8 M, as well as provisions for risks and expenses in the amount of MAD 0.9 M.
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3.2.12 Segment information
Software publishing HPS Group
HPS Group Solutions business decreased by 4.4% compared to 2020 due to the delay in the implementation of several major
projects due to the extraordinary health situation. With sales of approximately MAD 100 M (including licence extension sales) down
by 3.7%, the Group has achieved significant results in terms of upselling in regions where it has deep roots (Africa and Asia/Middle
East), maintaining at honourable levels its backlog of revenues to be recorded in future years.
The evolution of the various activities over the half-year resulted in an increase of 20.0% in recurring revenues, amounting to MAD
245.3 M and representing 62.5% of the Group’s revenues.
Processing
The Group started rolling out its Processing business in July 2016 with the management of all of the switching activity in Morocco.
This activity involves the interconnection of all operators licensed by the Central Bank of Morocco (issuers, acquirers and payment
service operators) and the management of all interoperable electronic banking transactions of these operators, including payment
transactions to merchants or ATM withdrawals from fellow operators. As a reminder, 2017 saw the deployment of its PCI-DSScertified Switching platform, and 2018 was marked by the migration of all national financial operators on the HPS SWITCH Switching
platform as well as finalisation of the mobile switch platform in October 2018. Similarly, in 2019 and 2020, HPS consolidated its
positioning by entering into contracts with new customers and connecting them to the Card and Mobile management platform.
However, given the lockdown observed in Morocco, the impact of which was the decline in the number of interoperable payment
and withdrawal transactions, the turnover for switching fell by about 7% in the first half of 2020. The first half of 2021, however, saw a
recovery in the Switching business with an increase in the number of interoperable transactions of +41.9% for payment transactions
and +23.9% for withdrawal transactions, bringing the total number of transactions to 77 M at the end of June 2021.
The Group completed the development of its Processing offer related to the PowerCARD product. 2018 was thus the year of signing
of the 1st processing contract with the SOCIETE GENERALE Group for the management of 10 of its subsidiaries in Africa, and 2019
was the year when the group’s first revenues linked to the use of its platform were recorded in relation to that initial processing
contract. 2019 also saw the signing of the first customers in the Middle East and Europe. The year 2020 was marked by the signing
of contracts with new customers in Morocco and Europe. The group continues to build on this momentum and was able to achieve
a new contract in 2021, and retain its current customers through new upsell orders.
The processing business has grown by +140%, benefiting from the fact that the revenues of the new subsidiaries IPRC and ICPS
have been taken into account.
Services
A gradual improvement in the performance of the Services activity can be seen, particularly during the second quarter, following
the reduction of restrictive measures in France. The decrease in this activity’s revenues was therefore limited to 7.7%, with the
implementation of significant synergies with the other activities of the Group.

3.2.13 Post-Closing Event
NA
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13/01/2021
HPS Finalises the Acquisition of IPRC
09/02/2021
Acquisition of ICPS in Mauritius
26/02/2021
Indicators for 4nd quarter of 2020
19/03/2021
2020 annual results
09/04/2021
HPS finalises the acquisition of ICPS
04/05/2021
2020 annual results
27/05/2021
Indicators for 1st quarter of 2021
28/05/2021
Notice of OGM on 28 June 2021
01/07/2021
Post-OGM 28 June 2021 press release
31/08/2021
Indicators for 2nd quarter of 2021
24/09/2021
Results of 1st half-year of 2021
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Investor contact:
invest@hps-worldwide.com

Africa
Casablanca Nearshore Park, Shore 1
1100 boulevard Al Qods, Sidi Maârouf, 20270 Casablanca - Morocco
Tel.: + 212 529 045 000
Middle East & Asia
Dubai Internet City
209 / 210 Building 12, 2nd Floor
P.O. Box 500308 - Dubai
United Arab Emirates
Tel.: + 971 4390 0750
One Rafles - Level 24
1, Rafles Place
048616 Singapore
Singapore
Tel.: + 65 6408 0732
Europe & Americas
25 rue Jean Giraudoux
75116 Paris
France
Tel.: + 33 1 58 18 01 34
805 Avenue Guilibert Gauthier
de la Lauzière
13290 Aix en Provence
France
Tel.: + 33 4 42 91 42 99

https://twitter.com/hps_worldwide
https://www.linkedin.com/company/hps/
https://www.hps-worldwide.com/blog
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